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                              In Tune 

The Newsletter of Basingstoke Choral Society 

Summer 2021    Edited by Karen West 

 

Well, here we are again…at least with a greater level of optimism that there’s a 

path out of lockdown and some hope that at least some of us feel confident and will 
be allowed to meet in person for rehearsals before too long.  What a tough year it has 
been. How has music (choral or not) helped you to survive?  It would be good to 
know something of that for the next edition. 

Did you see or hear any of the reactions to Classic FM’s latest Hall of Fame results? 

Clearly for some the news that more than 10% of the 300 tracks voted for by listeners 
is film music and for some music purists, this is ‘just not on’.  Maybe you voted ….. 
whether for film or ‘real’ music?  I didn’t - mainly on the basis that how on earth can 
anyone choose just three pieces of music?  The limit of eight tracks to take to Radio 
4’s legendary desert island is tough enough.  

 

 

  

What would your
choices be?

Narrowing down your editor’s votes
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Of course, for me there would have to be some Wagner - but which?  I guess if it 

came down to just one, it would have to be from his opera Lohengrin.  Sentimentally 
I’d probably also include Beethoven’s Pastoral Symphony - the first piece of classical 
music that I was ‘properly’ introduced to at the age of 8 and which I have loved ever 
since.  Phew - there would still be space for some Richard Strauss, but what?  One of 
the Four Last Songs?  Or that glorious final trio from Der Rosenkavalier?  But then 
what about Mahler’s Resurrection Symphony?  I couldn’t live without that for sure. 
Help!  So Classic FM aficionado or not, what would your choices be?   

By now you may already have got the sense that I’m trying hard to encourage you, 

the members, to write something for the next edition of In Tune, especially if you’ve 
not written anything before.  As has so often been the case during my editorship, it’s 
been something of a struggle this time, but thanks to the valiant efforts of various 
Committee members we have been able to produce something for the start of this 
new term, so enjoy! 

In the meantime, stay safe and healthy and let’s look forward with hope and 

anticipation to face-to-face rehearsals and happy reunions before too much longer. 

 

  Karen 

 

 
 

Music-Making in Basingstoke over the past 36 years  

- a letter printed in the Gazette and reproduced here for us all to read 

by Maggie Morgans, Alto 1 

Coming to live in Basingstoke in 1984, I discovered a wealth of flourishing musical 

societies - the Basingstoke Symphony Orchestra (BSO), the Basingstoke Concert 
Club, Basingstoke Amateur Theatrical Society(BATS), Basingstoke Operatic Society, 
(BAOS) and the Male Voice Choir, to name but a few.  One of the first things I did 
was join the Basingstoke Choral (BCS), directed by David Gibson.  It rehearsed in the 
hall of London Street United Reform Church. 

But where to perform?  The BSO, the Concert Club and BCS all used Queen Mary’s 

College Hall and occasionally local churches.  The Concert Club attracted such greats 
as Alfred Brendel, James Galway, Marisa Robles, Imogen Cooper and Evelyn 
Glennie.  Its audiences of 3-400 filled the QMC Hall.  It really was a club, with 
friendly members arranging the seating and serving tea and biscuits in the interval. 
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The need for a proper concert hall was being mooted to Basingstoke Council by 

leaders of these societies.  This proposition was not without its opponents, but 
eventually, on May 3rd 1994, the Anvil held its opening concert.  It featured the 
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra with Julian Lloyd Webber in a programme of 
Elgar’s Cello Concerto and Enigma Variations, together with Sir John Taverner’s 
Theophany.  The BCS opened the concert by singing the National Anthem in full, and 
later, the Anvil Chorus from Verdi’s opera Il Trovatore.  

 

Ironically, it became apparent that the Anvil was too vast for the typical Concert 

Club audiences, whilst the Forge was too small.   The Anvil now ran its very own 
International Concert Series.  Hiring the Anvil was costly for amateur societies.  The 
Concert Club, now using the Methodist Church as its venue, decided to widen its 
repertoire and to include exceptionally talented, “up and coming” musicians.  These 
concerts were intimate and delightful and continued until March 2012. 

As the town grew, so did the membership of the BSO and BCS.  Both were able to 

enjoy the thrill of performing in the Anvil.  The venue attracted top soloists and 
orchestral players, raising standards and increasing audience numbers. 

During lockdown inventive ways continue to be devised to nurture the body and 

mind.  The importance of physical exercise and creative arts cannot be understated.  
This is especially key for children to discover their talents and expand their horizons.  
Painting, writing, playing instruments together, singing, drama and dancing are all 
life-enhancing.  As part of this, there are musical societies for our youth, BATS’ Next 
Gen and Limelight, offshoots of BATS and BAOS.  

 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND
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Members of any choir will tell you how singing is a joy that lifts their spirits.  Our 

gifted BCS conductor, David Gibson, makes our practises so entertaining, but he also 
challenges us by demanding our concentration and dedication to achieve of our best, 
singing works by composers from Bach to Karl Jenkins, Verdi to Will Todd.  
Whatever the day brings, we always look forward to choral practice.  Tiredness fades, 
problems are forgotten and one comes away refreshed.   

BCS, like so many, is using Zoom technology to maintain weekly practices and is 

always glad to welcome new members.  It goes without saying that all music-lovers in 
Basingstoke can’t wait for the opportunity to get together again to make music. 

Now it is our turn to support the Anvil Trust as it faces the BDBC proposal to 

reduce its funding. 

Singing is Good for You 

Now if we want harmonious life,  

To minimise the strain and strife  

Then cultivate a singing trend  

Where body, mind and spirit blend   

For music is without compare,  

A health-enhancing gift to share 

It lifts the mood, reduces stress,  

  So, come and join the BCS!      
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Melody Medicine - further proof that singing is good for us (as if we need 

this!)  

 
spotted by Denise Waring, 2

nd

 Soprano     
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 Time 
By Anne Hurst, 1

st

 Alto 

 

“The only reason for time is so that everything doesn’t 
happen all at once”. 
                                                                     Albert Einstein 

 
 
 

I have always been intrigued by TIME.  It seems such a strange enigma in so many ways.  It is a 

specific thing divided into equal measures of hours, minutes, seconds and even more.  It is very 
clear on a clock face or the timer on a microwave, but despite this it always seems to me to be 
anything but equal.  

 
Before he retired, my husband worked for Barclays Bank and when we first moved to 

Basingstoke his job involved visiting many branches in the area.  During the summer holidays 
when, as a teacher I was not working and our three boys were not at school, we would take 
advantage of having a day out by going with Guy to wherever he had to go that particular week.  
We had days out to Reading, Oxford, Southampton and Salisbury to name but a few.  We always 
enjoyed these opportunities to see somewhere different, look at the shops and meet up with Guy 
for a nice lunch before he went back to work for the afternoon.  Of course we always had to agree 
on what time we should be back at the car ready for when Guy finished work.  It would often be 
something like, “I will try and make it by 4pm.”  So, with the boys, I would always make sure we 
had finished our sightseeing/shopping well by the appointed time and that we were back at the 
car before Guy came out of work.  Over the years I must have spent hours sitting in the car 
waiting, with the boys continually asking, “Where is Daddy? When is he coming?”  He might 
only have been ten minutes late, but that time seemed to be interminably long to all of us, sitting 
in a cold car with very little to do, other than play I-Spy, as mobile phones and I Pads were not 
available in those days! 

 
So what I find so strange about time is that while ten minutes waiting for someone, as in the 

case above, seems like hours, the reverse of that is that when you are busy those few minutes 
just disappear in a moment.  In the ‘good old days’ when you were allowed to invite friends to 
come for a meal, having to get the potatoes mashed, the gravy made, the meat to rest and the 
Yorkshire puddings cooked, it would be a race against time to have everything ready in ten 
minutes.  
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The last year of lockdown has made me feel even more confused about TIME.  Prior to Covid, 

many of my days would happily be spent doing work for BCS.   I would often be in touch with 
staff from The Anvil, preparing contracts for soloists, trying to design a suitable poster or 
preparing the concert programmes.  Suddenly, all that work has disappeared, but what has 
happened to all that spare time which I haven’t been able to use?  In theory my house should be 
pristine with every cupboard clean and tidy, every surface dusted and polished, every window 
gleaming and all carpets devoid of any fluff or dirt of any kind.  Unfortunately, I have to assure 
you this is not the case.  Days seem to pass by quite quickly and apart from the usual daily tasks 
I go to bed wondering what I have done with my time.   More than a year has passed, and all that 
TIME seems to have gone in a flash. 
 

TIME, of course, matters a lot to we members of BCS as musicians, a term I use quite loosely in 

my own case!  We all religiously follow the time set by David and he in turn must set that tempo 
as to what he feels the music dictates.  I know some works have metronome markings to advise 
what the speed should be, but not everything does and so we rely on David to lead us.  In music, 
there is such a thing as ‘Rubato’, meaning ‘robbed time’.  This allows us to slow the pace and 
take a little longer on one particular bar or more, but that ‘borrowed’ time has to be given back 
in the following bars by playing them quicker to catch up.  I would find this really helpful if we 
could but do that in real life.  How good it would be if we were allowed an extra half hour 
whenever we have spent longer on something than we intended to and need a few extra minutes 
to recover!! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
I think we also have a kind of inbuilt feeling as to what speed a musical work should be played 

at.  How often have you listened to a piece of familiar music and thought either, “Gosh he’s 
taking that really slowly”, or alternatively, “She’s taking that so quickly I think she must have a 
train to catch”?! 
 

So I have no solutions to this great problem of TIME.  I shall have to continue spending hours 

cooking a meal, which will then disappear in no time.  I shall have to continue to sit waiting for a 
phone call for what appears like hours and I shall still be rushing to get something done with 
only minutes to go.  I am sure we all will.  My greatest wish of all, though, is that TIME will pass 
until the TIME comes when we shall all be together once more and singing together again. 
 
“We must not allow the clock and the calendar to blind us to the fact that each 
moment of life is a miracle and a mystery”.  
                                                                                                                                H.G. Wells 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC 
BY-SA 
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Masks or face coverings? 
By Dennis Barber, Bass Section Rep. and BCS Safety Officer 

 

What is the threat? 
 

How life has changed in the last 13 months.  Before that we were still meeting 

regularly to rehearse at the Vyne School, most of us unaware that something fairly 
terrible was afoot.  We were late in shutting up shop to curb the great pestilence that 
was marauding across all but one continent of the world but there was no doubt the 
deadly virus was here and on 23rd March 2020 we all we know what happened.  At 
the time it seemed impossible that 13 months later we would still be in a state of 
lockdown, albeit having had some periods of relative freedom between successive 
waves of the pandemic, but we are now emerging from the third lockdown.   The 
Prime Minister wants it this time to be irreversible.  We can only try and help him 
achieve this, but it will, however disconnected we feel, mean a joint effort.  Contrary 
to the views of some, judging by behaviour (or should that be misbehaviour?), the 
virus does not listen to politicians to see if any declaration of freedom has been 
made.  It is inanimate, despite being depicted as though it were a marauding enemy 
capable of intricate scheming.  It exists to infect the cells that make up certain vital 
organs in our bodies and is able to cause incapacitation hitherto unseen.  If left 
unchallenged it mutates, not deliberately but as a development of its own “life” cycle.  
This is my take on the Covid pandemic.  I am happy to be corrected by others better 
qualified than me in the subject.  Our leaders did get something right however, or at 
least they said it right, we ARE all in this together.  

 
The vaccination programme in Britain is truly testament to a brilliant effort by the 

developers of the vaccine as well as the organisers of the rollout.  Credit must be 
given here in Basingstoke to local GPs working together with authorities and in 
particular, voluntary groups and many others who have given sacrificially of their 
time to keep the programme moving.  Here, the Hampshire Court Hotel is 
acknowledged as one of the best in the country.  The Fire Station has been doing well 
too. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under 
CC BY-SA-NC 
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So are we “out of the woods”?   Sorry, I think not.  There is sunshine, but there are 

clouds on the horizon and a chilly wind of new variants of the virus.  Business is 
unfinished.  We have grown used to wearing face coverings because it has been 
increasingly realised that exhaled air carries moisture both as droplets – the visible 
cloud on a cold day – and aerosol, the less visible tiny particles of moisture that can 
remain airborne for hours.  These moisture particles are a perfect transportation 
system for the equally tiny particles that are corona viruses (or is that viri?). 

 
Some of us - the fortunate “vaccinatees” - are now in a better position.  We are less 

likely to be seriously struck down with the disease.  The evidence supports the 
developers’ predictions that immune systems are truly vitalised by the vaccine and 
can cope with the variations of the virus in circulation here and now.  But evidence 
has also shown how easy it is for new variants to enter our local territory.   It is still 
more disconcerting when the origins of the variants identified are known to be half-
way round the world.   

 
So until the world is sufficiently immunised, we cannot let our guard down.  I’ll say 

that again – until the world is sufficiently immunised we cannot let our guard down.  
We still face a daunting prospect.  Border controls have been and continue to be 
“leaky”.   Virologists have very little faith in them, preferring instead to spread the 
immunisation outward, which gives the politicians a problem as it is natural enough 
to look after the home cohort when resources are limited (and votes need to be 
preserved).   Unfortunately lack of vaccine, especially in other parts of the world 
allows variants to keep emerging and these are causing concern as some appear to be 
developing aggressive traits towards previously lesser affected younger people who, 
although forming the bulk of the workforce to keep vital functions in society going, 
have also generally been left in a later category for vaccination priority.  Worse still, 
some variants may be developing in ways that enable them to escape the antibodies 
and “T cells” stimulated by vaccination to combat them.   We are told that “tweaking” 
of the vaccine is considered possible to combat these variants, but the scale of the 
operation is daunting and virologists on the lookout for them can only act AFTER 
they are detected.   It always seems exceedingly clever how new variants of Flu are 
predicted correctly most years.   Covid however is of a whole new order of magnitude. 
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Despite all of these depressing developments it is hoped there are some things that 

appear possible if conducted carefully.   One of them could be “same room” 
rehearsals for singing.  Singing was identified early on as a possible “super-spreader” 
activity, which is to say it is an activity that, because of the volume of exhaled air 
produced, can, particularly in augmented cohorts such as choirs, create an aerosol 
laden atmosphere capable of carrying a heavy “viral load”.   Are you with me so far? 
 

 

 
We are looking at live rehearsals but do not expect a return to the old normal for 

some time. 
 

Face Coverings 
 

So what has changed?  Well, some research has been carried out that shows that if 

the plume of exhaled air is interrupted and filtered, the aerosol cannot develop in the 
same way.  The accepted way of interrupting this exhaled plume is by face coverings. 

 
Face coverings have come in various forms.   The most common types in use still 

appear to be the familiar blue “medical” masks but these also appear to carry a health 
warning of their own.  The design is essentially intended to be disposable.  Their sale 
has been widespread, but so has their demise well beyond the level normally catered 
for by disposal systems in the medical realm.  We have a significant pollution 
problem developing.  These masks are becoming visible as detritus alongside roads 
and footpaths, on our river-banks and shorelines and now even being found on the 
sea-bed by divers.  In a TV documentary last week, one was lifted, and an octopus 
emerged from beneath it!  It would appear they have worked their way down the 
drainage system from wherever they were discarded.  They also do not get worn 
properly as instruction in their correct use seems not to be reaching a large part of 
the population.   I am told that in the professional medical world their use is limited 
to once only and sometimes for as short a period as 15 minutes!  Their use as a 
regular use barrier in the non-medical area seems therefore inappropriate – my 
opinion. 
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A better option would appear to be something that will create a similar barrier, but 

which can be used multiple times and cleaned of any contaminant between uses.  
Fabric face coverings of several layers are just one such solution.  The World Health 
Organisation (WHO) has issued standards for face coverings, which can be made by 
needleworkers of average competence (count me out!) from easily obtainable 
materials.  They may even be made from fabrics that may be recycled from other uses 
such as worn clothing or bed sheets that still have sizeable areas of good fabric.  The 
best fabric is natural fibre and cotton in a fairly tight weave.   Fabric regularly used in 
bedsheets or shirts is an ideal material.  The WHO standard recommends three 
layers, an inner and outer layer with a middle layer of a material to act as a filtration 
trap.  This middle, filtration layer is usually an unwoven, matted material such as 
that regularly used for stiffening garments.   The filtration layer should not be 
waterproof but should form a “labyrinth” of fibres through which the aerosol laden 
air must pass, depositing particles on the fibres as it does so, thereby entrapping 
them. 
 

In the early part of the pandemic we heard of a ladies’ choir in Andover who were 

able to continue singing with this type of mask, but the usual flattish mask was found 
to be unsuitable because of its ability to enter 
the mouth on inhalation.  This is not only 
uncomfortable for the wearer, but also causes 
the mask to become excessively moisture laden 
very quickly.  Space between the fibres becomes 
obstructed creating a back pressure.  Exhaled 
air will eventually escape via the sides of the 
face, but it will not, at that stage have been 
filtered and therefore will be high in aerosol 
(and potential virus) content.  
 

Enter the singer’s mask.   Sometimes referred 

to as the “duck face” mask due to its 
resemblance in construction to a somewhat 
shortened ducks bill (see photo).   The 
difference between this and the standard WHO 
mask is in its volume only.   The additional 
space created in front of the mouth by an upper 

and lower stiffening holds the enlarged cavity created away from the wearer’s face. 
 

My wife Gill, at the time this was being shown on a YouTube video, was working 

voluntarily for a group called Oakley Stitchers.   This was a group of mainly ladies 
(but also included a few men) in and around Oakley, who were answering the 
national call for PPE in the health service and other care situations where it had been 
severely lacking.   “Scrubs” were being manufactured in vast quantities from various 
fabrics, some of them quite exotic, but all appreciated by the professionals to whom 
they were sent.    
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Our dining room, like many others, became a clothing factory!  It occurred to Gill, 

when she saw the video, that she could produce these masks, so she obtained a 
pattern from the internet, from which she constructed the first prototype (see photo).   
The production however was another matter but here was where the “Stitchers” 
stepped up to the challenge and produced further prototypes to test the different 
fabrics that were available to meet the WHO standard, (or not, as it turned out in at 
least one case).   Five prototypes were produced and tested by our very own 
professional, David Gibson, who identified quickly the preferred pattern, which then 
went into production in three sizes:  
 

• small (ladies); 

• medium – clean-shaven men and larger ladies; and  

• large – bearded men (and even larger ladies). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The pattern uses ear loops, but it needs to be said can be adapted by the wearer to 

tie these behind the head (with an extra piece of elastic or similar).   This can be more 
suited for people with hearing aids and some types of glasses or who just find the ear 
fixtures uncomfortable.   Our ear profiles vary between individuals.   
One user has expressed concern at gaps on either side of the face.  This effect is 
commonplace on standard blue medical masks and although it does permit some 
escape of unfiltered air is still likely to be the smaller proportion of the total exhaled 
air mass.   However the manufacturers have pointed out that the ear loops are 
threaded through seams at the sides that can be “gathered” (in the same way that a 
curtain head is gathered).   This has, in test situations, tightened the face side contact 
and reduced air escape, if not completely eliminating it.   Another possibility of 
contributing to a better face-side fitting is manipulation of the stiffening hoops 
inwards.   These are a plastic (cable ties) that if bent far enough will deform in the 
direction of bend, and this could eliminate the tendency to hold the fabric away from 
the face that can be the case in some situations.   
 

  

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-ND 
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Finally, it is important for the wearer’s nose to be moulded into the shape of the 

mask if air is not to escape towards the eyes.   The mask is fitted with a metal strip 
inside the top seam that should, when first donned, be formed around the nose to 
close the gap that would otherwise form on either side and project exhaled air into 
the eyes.   For those who wear spectacles this can create a fog that renders the wearer 
blind.  Not very helpful, especially if trying to read a music score.   Incidentally, a 
trick among medical professionals is to coat the spectacles with soap before donning 
a mask.  Even when largely “polished” off, the layer of soap does prevent fogging. 
 

Live, Same-Room Singing 

The BCS Committee has been inspecting possible venues for same room rehearsals.  

The qualifying criteria for these spaces is largely dependent on good ventilation and 
suitable access, as well as size enough to maintain social distancing.   Last, but 
certainly not least, is the provision of suitable toilets. 
 

If able to re-start rehearsals in May, as per the hoped for “road map” date, such 

rehearsals are likely to be limited in size and care will continue to be exercised - the 
principal control after distancing being the wearing of face coverings – ideally, of a 
type best suited to singing.   These need not be one produced by Oakley Stitchers – I 
am still receiving deliveries - but similar masks can be obtained elsewhere.   The 
advantage of the Stitchers type is the known research that has determined the best 
construction and the fact that they can be re-used multiple times after washing at 60 
degrees centigrade. 
 

To date we have equipped 42 members of BCS.   There is a stock of small size masks 

currently awaiting distribution and a further stock of medium masks is expected 
soon.   Looking down the list of members I do not anticipate any need for further 
large size masks.   Those of you who do not yet have a mask can order one.  We have 
agreed a donation of £10 per mask to Oakley Stitchers, which is a sum noticeably less 
than one can pay on the internet.  It could be some time before we can discard face 
coverings in a singing rehearsal.   
 

I have heard complaints that masks are uncomfortable and some find them 

claustrophobic.  I do sympathise and to an extent agree, although I am becoming 
more used to the wearing experience.   But I am still going to wear one and take other 
precautions that are no doubt hugely inconvenient.   Many of you, like me, have 
acquaintances, even loved ones who have been lost to Covid.  That in itself is surely 
much worse than the inconvenience of the precautions but so also is the potential 
feeling of guilt that might be felt if it transpires that one’s actions in not taking 
precautions could lead to such infections.  That pain is unimaginable.   
 

We need to keep in touch and watch carefully for developments, working all the 

time towards live rehearsals but remaining prepared to keep in line with precautions 
so that the PM’s wish of an irreversible release can be met. 
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Welcome to our new members 
By Ruth Knight , Membership Secretary 

 

It is very encouraging that, even though no actual face to face rehearsals have taken 

place during the last year, we have been able to welcome four new members to our 
midst: 
 

Jackie Epps (soprano); 
 

Elspeth Gurney (soprano); 
 

Karen Coffin (alto); and 
 

Wendy Barnaby (alto). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
In addition, we have welcomed two other potential new members to join a Zoom 

rehearsal and, whilst they chose not to pursue membership at this time, they are 
keen to re-establish contact when we get back to face to face rehearsals.  
 

Because we are not able to chat to our new members in the same way as meeting 

them at the Vyne, here’s a little bit about them: 
 

  

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC 

http://www.pngall.com/hello-png
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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Jackie Epps: “I originally sang with BCS for a number of years, but for various 

reasons found it easier to sing with a choir nearer to my home in Alton.  My children 
are now grown and flown, and the repertoire of my previous choir is changing, so I 
decided to re-join BCS.   I have not regretted it.  Even on Zoom I have enjoyed the 
music immensely and look forward to being able to sing with the whole choir when 
circumstances allow.” 
 

Karen Coffin: “I have always sung in choirs (including BCS) since I was at school 

and was missing singing during lockdown.  My usual choir, the Newbury Chamber 
Chorus, has not attempted online rehearsals so I was pleased to hear that BCS were 
managing this and, in particular, rehearsing the Bach B Minor Mass.  This is a work I 
have wanted to perform for many years.  Our small choir has sung most of the other 
Bach Masses, but is too small for this larger work.  I've enjoyed rehearsing the other 
pieces too, although sadly I am unlikely to be able to perform them as the suggested 
concert date is my brother's golden wedding anniversary and we are looking forward 
to a family gathering.” 
 

Elspeth Gurney writes: “I was looking for a new choir to join & having enjoyed a 

brief period with BCS in the early 2000's was glad to know BCS was welcoming new 
members. Have felt very welcomed in the few weeks I have been with BCS; I am not a 
great fan of Zoom & am looking forward to when we can rehearse in person & look 
forward to meeting everyone”. 
 

Wendy Barnaby has been really enjoying the music and the Zoom rehearsals and, 

although she is moving from the area in the near future, Zoom has provided the 
perfect vehicle for her to sing with us.  Wendy previously sang with the Harmonium 
Singers. 

 
A huge Basingstoke Choral Society welcome to you all and we wish you all many 

happy years of singing with us. 

 

  

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY 
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Dates for your diary 

 

Term Dates  2021 

Summer Term 

Wednesday, April 21st - First rehearsal of the Summer Term. 

Concert dates - we do so all continue to hope… 

Music programmes to be confirmed in due course 

2021  

Saturday, July 24th - St Michael’s Church, Basingstoke 

Sunday, November 14th - The Anvil, Basingstoke 

2022  

Saturday, April 2nd - Joint concert with Croydon Philharmonic Choir,  

The Phoenix Concert Hall, Croydon 

Saturday, June 25th - The Anvil, Basingstoke 

Sunday, November 27th - The Anvil, Basingstoke 

 

Contact details 

Website: www.basingstoke-choral.org.uk 

Email address: bcschoir@gmail.com 

Facebook pages: Basingstoke Choral Society (public) &  

Basingstoke Choral Society (Members) closed group 

Twitter account: @bcschoir  

Registered charity number: 274009 
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